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Studies on political candidates’ media portrayals have generally focused on whether 
portrayals are gendered or racialized. I examine whether portrayals differ according to 
candidates’ gender and race in 2019 Canadian federal election coverage. I use text 
analysis methods to analyze the tone of reporting and topics discussed in 3687 articles 
from major Canadian news sources. I also manually code a subsample of 100 articles to 
examine the framing of candidates. While I find no evidence of differences in tone, 
coverage of male candidates who are IBPOC is more likely to discuss “minority”/race-
related topics. I also find that media more often frame candidates who are IBPOC in light 
of their race, associating them with voters’ race or “minority” policy issues, and women 
candidates in light of their gender. This framing reinforces whiteness and maleness as 
neutral/“normal”, othering underrepresented groups. Awareness of these biases helps us 
become better media consumers and creators. 
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News often appears objective, but social biases shape news-making processes 
in both subtle and obvious ways, creating different coverage of different groups. This is 
even more concerning for political candidates, because of the implications for descriptive 
(numerical) and substantive (group interests) representation of underrepresented groups 
in Canadian politics. For example, the public discourse on “what counts as true, normal, 
representative or politically significant” (Adcock 2010, 151) lacks women’s perspectives 
because media tend to prioritize men’s. Media depictions of women politicians that 
employ traditional gender stereotypes (e.g., family, private life, emphasizing traditionally 
“feminine” traits) do not help citizens assess job performance (Adcock 2010). These 
depictions also perpetuate dominant conceptions of maleness as normal, by depicting 
women as atypical and less fit for politics (Adcock 2010). Like maleness, whiteness is 
also considered normal in Canadian media and politics, so this applies to coverage of 
candidates who are Indigenous, Black, and/or people of colour (IBPOC) too (Tolley 
2015, 2016, 2019). 
Canadian studies on media bias have examined depictions of women (e.g., 
Gidengil and Everitt 2000, 2003a, 2003b; Goodyear-Grant 2013; Trimble, Arscott, and 
Tremblay 2013) and IBPOC in politics (e.g., Tolley 2015, 2016). Some recent studies 
consider intersections of gender and race, analyzing media coverage of Indigenous 
women, Black women and women of colour (IBWOC) (e.g., Tolley 2016, 2019). Still, 
Canadian scholars have generally focused on either gendered or racialized differences 
in political candidates’ coverage.  
Motivated by intersectionality theory, I examine both gendered and racialized 
differences, testing predictions of the mainly American and Canadian literature on media 
coverage of candidates who are IBWOC during the 2019 Canadian federal election. I 
aim to further highlight how implicit gendered and racial biases (e.g., whiteness and 
maleness as “neutral”) pervade Canadian political media coverage.  
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I examine 2019 election coverage, which has not yet been analyzed and 
published in this field. This election raised public conversations about gender (i.e., 
Liberal Prime Minister Justin Trudeau’s gender-balanced cabinet in 2015) and race (i.e., 
the release in September 2019 of photos and video of Trudeau in blackface and 
brownface).  
Most studies about media coverage of IBWOC (Gershon 2012, 2013; Ward 
2016, 2017) are US- or UK-based, so Tolley’s (2016, 2019) work on Canadian media 
depictions of IBWOC in politics is a major jumping-off point for my research.  
I address three research questions about the tone, topics, and framing in media 
coverage. 
1. To what extent does a candidate’s gender and race impact the 
sentiment of media coverage mentioning them? 
2. To what extent does a candidate’s gender and race impact the topics 
discussed in media coverage mentioning them? 
3. To what extent does a candidate’s gender and race impact how the 
media frame them in media coverage mentioning them? 
I analyze 3687 articles from major Canadian newspapers published during the 
2019 federal election campaign. To continue previous research (which mainly uses 
manual content analysis), I employ a mixed-methods approach. I examine both large-
scale gendered and racialized patterns in the tone and topics of coverage, and specific 
gendered and racialized framing. To estimate differences in tone and topics, I use 
automated sentiment analysis and unsupervised topic modeling. Manual content 
analysis helps validate the automated analyses and reveal candidates’ framing.  
 Key concepts 
In this section, I define a few key concepts.  
 “IBPOC”/“BIPOC” are increasingly common terms in mainstream discourse on 
race, reflecting different historical contexts between Indigenous people, Black people, 
and other people of colour in North America (Garcia 2020). Some academic sources use 
these or related terms (e.g., Dhamoon 2019, 2020; Fish et al. 2021). I use “IBPOC” 
because it favours describing people specifically and does not explicitly center whiteness 
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(unlike “non-white”). If a referenced source does not include Indigenous candidates, I 
use “BPOC”. 
Gender is more complex than dominant binary conceptions (male/man, 
female/woman). Regarding gender, this research focuses on media coverage of women 
and men candidates. The few non-binary and/or Two-Spirit candidates are excluded. 
While non-binary is a gender, it is not a “third gender”: it is also an umbrella term 
describing identities outside of or between the gender binary (Richards, Bouman, and 
Barker 2017; Twist et al. 2020). Within some Indigenous communities, Two-Spirit is also 
a specific identity or an umbrella term, related to gender (both/neither man and/or 
woman) and/or sexuality (Mardell 2016; Vowel 2016).1 
Media framing refers to a news story’s narrative, and involves selecting, 
emphasizing, and excluding information during the news-making process (Chong and 
Druckman 2007; Gitlin 1980). Framing is inevitable and necessary. It simplifies complex 
issues, but it tends to support dominant mindsets. Journalists rarely question “ideological 
assumptions or political consequences” (Gitlin 1980, 12) when determining what is 
newsworthy (Carragee and Roefs 2004; Gitlin 1980). For example, media tend to 
connect candidates who are IBPOC to racial riding demographics, linking their success 
to voters who are IBPOC (Tolley 2016). Journalists’ and editors’ socialization, 
professional training, and time/word-count pressures contribute to this problem (Gitlin 
1980; Tolley 2016).  
Frames cover both what is discussed (topics) and how (tone), but they are more 
complex: they show media’s stories about candidates (Tolley 2016). Multiple frames can 
apply to the same topic. For example, a financial frame (costs too much) and/or a safety 
frame (harms humans and environment) can apply to anti-nuclear power perspectives 
(Gamson and Modigliani 1989: cited in Carragee and Roefs 2004, 218). While topics can 
indicate framing, topics alone do not indicate media coverage’s underlying assumptions 
and implications (Carragee and Roefs 2004). Broadly, a frame is the narrative applied to 
media coverage. This framing has underlying assumptions and tells us some message 
about the subject. 
 
1 To my knowledge, Lori Campbell, NDP candidate for Waterloo, was the only openly Two-Spirit 
candidate (Rubinoff 2020). 
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Media bias does not refer to journalists’ and editors’ individual, conscious biases. 
Rather, it refers to a systematic pattern of particular media framing (Croteau and Hoynes 
1994; Zilber and Niven 2000a). The news-making process is social; racial and gender 
biases influence it (Croteau and Hoynes 1994). Differences in media coverage are not 
always “bad”, sometimes reflecting that underrepresented voices are getting media 
attention on underrepresented topics. Problems arise when candidates’ framing reduces 




Gender and race in media coverage of political 
candidates 
Next, I discuss theoretical foundations of previous gender and/or racial media 
bias studies, and outline their findings about coverage’s form, content, or framing.  
I draw from Canadian, British, and mostly American literature, which generally 
find systematic differences between different groups’ coverage. Studies use two schools 
of thought to explain this bias: “social context” and “individual decisions”. I also discuss 
intersectional approaches, which focus on race and gender’s role in media coverage. 
 Social context 
Despite emphasizing different things, social context explanations purport that 
socialization and definitions of newsworthiness cause media bias. The media hegemony 
thesis states that dominant ideologies influence news, and media reproduce these 
ideologies’ and privileged groups’ power (Carragee and Roefs 2004). Schema theory 
states that “people [including journalists and editors] acquire and retain stereotypical 
information about the world” (Major and Coleman 2008, 313), through their upbringing, 
professional training, and experiences. Internalized gendered and racial assumptions 
can impact what journalists and editors consider newsworthy and how they write about 
it. The racial dualism hypothesis focuses on racial bias in the news: media downplay 
candidates’ own references to race while also highlighting candidates’ race for its 
“newsworthiness” (Terkildsen and Damore 1999).  
Prevalent in Canadian studies on women politicians’ media coverage, gendered 
mediation theory suggests that gender influences news-making processes, reflecting 
social ideas about women and the perception that men are “normal” in politics (Gidengil 
and Everitt 2000, 2003a, 2003b; Goodyear-Grant 2013; Sreberny-Mohammadi and Ross 
1996; Trimble, Arscott, and Tremblay 2013).  
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Based on gendered mediation theory, racial mediation theory states that race 
impacts definitions of newsworthiness and how news is written, reflecting the perceived 
“neutrality” of whiteness in Canadian media and politics (Tolley 2015, 2016).  
Media bias comes from socialization, which we all undergo. If voters believe 
particular stereotypes about candidates (e.g., women are compassionate, IBPOC are 
experts in all race-related issues), journalists and editors probably also hold these biases 
(Gershon 2012). 
 Individual decision-making 
Some scholars attribute media bias to individual factors. First, most “newsworthy” 
politicians are well-known or in competitive contests (Gershon 2012). High-profile 
candidates are generally white men, and women and IBPOC commonly run in less 
competitive districts in the US (Gershon 2012). However, Gershon (2012, 2013) and 
Ward (2016, 2017) control for these factors, still finding racialized and gendered 
differences in coverage quantity and quality.  
Second, media depict candidates according to their self-presentation, so it makes 
sense that media connect candidates who are IBPOC to race-related issues more than 
they do others. While IBPOC in politics sometimes highlight race-related issues, these 
issues are few among a large variety, but media attention remains on race-related 
issues (Zilber and Niven 2000b). Again, it is not inherently “bad” that media frame 
candidates who are IBPOC as interested in race-related topics. It becomes problematic 
when candidates who are IBPOC have little flexibility to discuss other topics, and when 
this framing differentiates them from white candidates. 
Finally, journalists and editors who are women and/or IBPOC may be less biased 
against candidates who are women and/or IBPOC. However, editorial boards with more 
women only slightly increase positive coverage of women (Shor, van de Rijt, and Miltsov 
2019). And proportion of IBPOC in the audience, not candidate’s race, increases IBPOC 
journalists’ likelihood of covering “minority”-related issues (Sui et al. 2018).  
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 Intersectional approaches 
Crenshaw (1989) coined intersectionality theory, preceded by scholars 
(particularly Black women) developing its ideas for decades (Lutz, Herrera Vivar, and 
Supik 2012). Crenshaw questions dominant conceptions of discrimination: gender and 
race matter “only when they operate to explicitly disadvantage the victims” (Crenshaw 
1989, 151), and not when whiteness and maleness are privileged (which makes 
whiteness and maleness considered “neutral” and invisible). In discrimination cases, 
courts perceived Black women as unable to represent all women (because of their race) 
or all Black people (because of their gender), categorizing discrimination against Black 
women as either sexism or racism (Crenshaw 1989). Common feminist theoretical 
assumptions are thus flawed because they mainly considered discrimination against 
white, middle-class women, without considering the role of, at least, race (Crenshaw 
1989). Gershon (2012, 2013) and Ward (2016, 2017) use intersectional approaches to 
examine how race and gender interact in IBWOC’s media coverage. 
Motivated mainly by social context explanations and intersectional approaches, 
the racial and gendered media bias literature presents empirical evidence of differences 
in media form, content, and framing. 
 Form: tone 
The form of media coverage relates to how media discuss candidates, usually 
positive and negative tone. The evidence is mixed. Wu and Lee (2005) find no evidence 
of difference in coverage tone between Asian men candidates and their white 
opponents. British candidates who are BWOC receive more negative coverage than 
white candidates (Ward 2017), but most articles were neutral, some candidates were 
outliers, and Canadian newspapers may use more neutral language than British ones 
(Hallin and Mancini 2004). In the US, IBWOC receive more negative coverage compared 
to white candidates (Ward 2016), or compared to white women candidates (Gershon 
2012). So, I expect IBWOC’s coverage to be (slightly) more negative compared to 
others. 
Hypothesis 1. Candidates who are IBWOC receive more negative 
coverage than other (IBMOC, white women, and white men) candidates. 
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 Content: topics 
Most American studies agree that coverage of IBPOC references candidates’ 
race more than that of others (Caliendo 2018; Major and Coleman 2008; Terkildsen and 
Damore 1999; Wu and Lee 2005). Almost half of reporters reference Black candidates’ 
race, and coverage of 80% of Black candidates mentions their race at least once 
(Terkildsen and Damore 1999).  
Media content also includes policy issues. Black congresspeople’s media 
coverage mentions their race and discusses racial policy issues (e.g., affirmative action) 
more often than white congresspeople’s coverage (Zilber and Niven 2000a). Latina 
congresswomen’s coverage discusses ethnicity-related issues (especially immigration) 
more than “Anglo” and Black congresswomen’s coverage (Gershon 2013). Canadian 
media connect “minority” policy topics – “immigration, multiculturalism, discrimination, 
racial profiling, and civil rights” (Tolley 2016, 41) – to candidates who are BPOC more, 
potentially detracting from other issues important to voters. Also, British media reference 
BWOC’s race more often than for BMOC, suggesting the prevalence of race-related 
topics is gendered (Ward 2017).  
I expect “minority”/race-related topics are more likely in coverage of IBPOC, 
particularly IBWOC. These topics include references to race, “minority” policy issues 
(mentioned above: affirmative action or racial quotas, immigration, racial profiling, 
multiculturalism, civil rights, discrimination) and race-related non-policy issues (e.g., 
blackface/brownface). 
Hypothesis 2a. “Minority” and race-related topics are more likely in articles 
mentioning IBPOC, and most likely in those mentioning IBWOC. 
 
Media raise topics like childcare and emphasize personal lives (e.g., marital 
status) for women politicians more than for men (Campus 2013; Goodyear-Grant 2013). 
Media mention women candidates’ gender more often than that of men (Major and 
Coleman 2008). Also, media highlight British BWOC candidates’ gender more than for 
white women (Ward 2017). I expect gender-related topics are more likely in articles 
mentioning women candidates, especially IBWOC. My definition of “female”/gender-
related topics is: references to gender, “female” policy issues – childcare, reproductive 
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rights, healthcare, education, unemployment, poverty (see Jalalzai 2006) – and gender-
related non-policy issues (e.g., proportion of women candidates, personal lives). 
Hypothesis 2b. “Female” and gender-related topics are more likely in 
articles mentioning women, and most likely in those mentioning IBWOC.  
 Framing 
Tolley (2016) examines media framing of Canadian politicians who are BPOC. 
Her operationalization of framing includes topics (certain policy issues, candidate 
experience/inexperience, candidate quality, candidates’ or voters’ race) while allowing 
space for tone, imagery, and portrayal of candidates. I focus on three major frames 
Tolley (2016) finds: policy issue frame, political viability frame, and socio-demographic 
frame. 
First, the policy issue frame refers to media attributing “minority” policy issues 
(see section 2.5) to candidates who are BPOC, potentially detracting from their other 
policy priorities, framing them as only interested in “minority” issues – not “mainstream” 
issues (Tolley 2016). Although candidates may have experience in non-gender-
stereotypical issues, media cover women candidates’ ability to handle “female” issues 
more positively, and men candidates’ ability to handle “male” issues more positively 
(Major and Coleman 2008). Given my expectation that both “minority”/race-related and 
“female”/gender-related topics are most common in coverage of candidates who are 
IBWOC, I also expect media to attribute “minority” and “female” policy issues to IBWOC 
more than others.  
Second, political viability framing references a candidate’s experience, quality, 
and/or novelty in politics. I focus on two separate concepts in this frame – political 
experience and novelty – because they capture “insider vs. outsider” narratives. 
Although Tolley also includes “candidate quality” in this frame, I found almost every 
mention of quality was also a political experience or novelty mention. To avoid double-
counting, I code only political experience and novelty. 
 Media portray non-incumbents who are BPOC as viable less often than white 
non-incumbents (Tolley 2015). Women and BPOC are framed as novel or 
unconventional more often than their male and white counterparts (Goodyear-Grant 
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2013; Tolley 2016). Media depict IBWOC in politics as “tokens and not as individuals 
who are competent and qualified for reasons that have nothing to do with their race, 
gender, or atypicality” (Tolley 2019, 114). 
Describing candidates as “political newcomers” may help by providing “an angle 
for a story that would not otherwise exist” (Tolley 2016, 41) – potentially garnering more 
coverage. But this framing can prevent candidates from getting their message to voters, 
differentiating them instead from “typical” (white, male) candidates. For example, 
coverage of the most qualified Virginia gubernatorial candidate in 1989 consistently 
discussed that he could be the first Black governor in the US (Jeffries 2002).  
Third, the socio-demographic frame includes explicit references to race (Tolley 
2016). British media mention BWOC’s race more than BMOC’s, and their gender more 
than white women’s (Ward 2017). So, I extend Tolley’s (2016) original description of the 
socio-demographic frame to include references to both race and gender: including 
candidates’, supporters’, voters’, and campaign volunteers’ race and/or gender, and 
party demographics.  
Hypothesis 3. Compared to white candidates, candidates who are IBPOC 
are framed as: (a) more interested in and an expert in “minority” policy 
issues; (b) less politically experienced; (c) more “novel” in politics; and (d) 
more defined by their race.  
Hypothesis 4. Compared to men candidates, women candidates are 
framed as: (a) more interested in and an expert in “female” policy issues; 
(b) less politically experienced; (c) more “novel” in politics; and (d) more 
defined by their gender. 
Hypothesis 5. Compared to other candidates, candidates who are 
IBWOC are framed as: (a) more interested in and an expert in “minority” 
policy issues; (b) more interested in and an expert in “female” policy issues; 
(c) less politically experienced; (d) more “novel” in politics; (e) more defined 





Data and methods 
I use automated and manual methods, analyzing output from all methods 
quantitatively, and some manual content analysis output qualitatively.  
The automated methods are automated sentiment analysis and unsupervised 
topic modeling. Automated methods process large amounts of text efficiently, but cannot 
describe complexities of media bias (Bleich, Bloemraad, and de Graauw 2015). So, I 
perform a manual content analysis on a smaller sample, to investigate coverage more 
deeply and validate the automated analysis findings. 
The substantive contribution of my research is to continue the work on media 
depictions of marginalized groups. The methodological contribution is to do this in new 
ways, employing as-yet-unused tools for this field.2 
 Data sources and sample collection 
The sample is 3687 online articles from major Canadian news outlets: The Star, 
CTV News, Huffington Post Canada Edition, The Globe and Mail, National Post, CBC 
News, and Global News.3 Articles were published during the 2019 Canadian federal 
election campaign period (September 11 – October 21, 2019).4 On average, articles are 
732 words long.  
I analyze mainstream news rather than non-mainstream news, social media, or 
television news. First, mainstream news gets more attention from more people than 
 
2 Tolley (2015) also uses manual and automated methods, using dictionary-based content 
analysis to examine the co-occurrence of particular keywords with candidates’ names to analyze 
viability coverage. My purpose differs: I use automated sentiment analysis to gauge the tone, and 
unsupervised topic modeling to examine topics in candidates’ coverage. 
3 Dr. Maite Taboada (Director of the SFU Discourse Processing Lab and Professor at the SFU 
Department of Linguistics) and Alexandre Lopes (former Big Data Analyst at the SFU Research 
Computing Group) made the sample collection possible. Alexandre Lopes collected articles and 
metadata. 
4 The Governor General “dropped the writs” on September 11. October 21 was general voting 
day.  
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smaller news sites, despite online news readers accessing news from smaller sites 
(Mukerjee, Majó-Vázquez, and González-Bailón 2018). Second, social media is less 
accessible. Also, almost 90% of Canadians read the news at least weekly (News Media 
Canada 2019), and mainstream news contributes to public discourse on social media 
(Taras 2015). Finally, unlike television news, online news articles are already in a 
convenient, text-analysis-friendly format. Mainstream news articles discussing particular 
ridings are also more accessible than comparable television broadcasts. 
Moreover, I do not include candidates’ websites or campaign materials because I 
focus on systematic differences in coverage, not self-presentation. While self-
presentation can impact candidates’ media coverage, “media are not passive reflectors” 
(Tolley 2016, 131): they choose what to emphasize or downplay.  
The candidate sample is the September 26 Elections Canada list (Elections 
Canada 2019a).5 Nominations closed on September 30 (Elections Canada 2019b). 
Many candidates mentioned in articles are high-profile and/or incumbents, likely 
nominated early. Green Party leader Elizabeth May was not on the September 26 list 
and therefore not in my sample. All other major party leaders are included: Justin 
Trudeau (Liberal Party), Andrew Scheer (Conservative Party), Jagmeet Singh (NDP), 
and Yves-François Blanchet (Bloc Québécois). 
Most major party candidates (81%) on the final Elections Canada list were 
included in the September 26 list (Table 1). 274 candidates from the main 5 parties were 
thus excluded from the analysis.  
Table 1. Count and percent of included and excluded major-party candidates. 
 
5 I chose September 26 because it gave me enough time to prepare the candidate list before 
sending it to Alexandre Lopes by our agreed-upon deadline. 
 Count Column percentage 
Included candidates 1156 81% 
Excluded candidates 274 19% 
Total 1430 100% 
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Table 2 shows summary statistics for number of articles per candidate and 
candidates per article. 833 of 1156 candidates were mentioned at least once in 3687 
articles. On average, a candidate is mentioned in 12.03 articles, with a maximum of 
2486 (5.04 and 116, respectively, when excluding party leaders). Articles mentioned 
2.72 candidates on average (maximum: 44). Excluding party leaders, on average, 
articles mentioned 2.55 candidates (maximum: 41).  









Median Minimum Maximum 
Articles per 
candidate 
Included 3687a 12.028 116.770 3 1 2486 
Excluded 1640a 5.0410 7.922 3 1 116 
Candidates 
per article 
Included 833b 2.717 2.543 2 1 44 
Excluded 829b 2.548 3.240 2 1 41 
a Total articles  
b Total candidates 
 Independent variables 
The independent variables are candidates’ race and gender. However, these 
characteristics of a person are not causal variables: racialization occurs when perception 
of a person’s race cues implicit social biases (James 2008). While impossible to 
measure a person’s true biases, they are socially, not individually, held. Candidates’ 
race and gender is my shorthand for the perception of candidates’ race and gender, as 
they indicate what social biases may be cued.  
In the dataset, white candidates are those not coded as “Indigenous”, “Black”, or 
“person of colour”; candidates who are IBPOC are those not coded as “white”. The 
“white”/“IBPOC” dichotomy reproduces the idea of whiteness as “standard”, condoning 
the same categorization that contributes to racial media bias (Tolley 2016). But I use this 
dichotomy on purpose to illuminate coverage differences between those considered 
white and those who are not (Tolley 2016).  
To analyze IBWOC’s coverage specifically, I use an interaction term of the 
independent variables. While binary variables reflect that maleness and whiteness are 
considered standard, all candidates have an intersectional identity, not just IBWOC. 
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 To construct the independent variables, I manually coded 1156 candidates’ 
(perceived) gender and race using the decision tree in Figure 1. 
 
Figure 1. Decision tree for coding gender and race variables. 
Note: blue boxes contain number of candidates (total = 1156).  
The tree starts on the left and moves right. To determine candidates’ gender, I 
use gender-related words or pronouns. Some non-binary people use he/him or she/her 
pronouns, and some people who use they/them pronouns are not non-binary. Most 
people are openly either a man or woman, so relying on pronouns is likely accurate. 
To code race, I first search for an explicit reference to candidates’ race, ethnicity, 
or nationality. If this is unavailable, I look at photos or videos. If I am still unsure, I 
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Google search their first and last names’ origin, but only if I found a photo or video, to 
avoid coding based purely on the somewhat unreliable Google method. 
I rely mostly on written sources. When candidate biographies from party or 
candidate websites are unavailable, I find local newspaper articles. These are highly 
unlikely to be in my sample of (national) newspaper articles. 
Because some choices were based on personal decision-making, I asked three 
fellow graduate students to code 20 randomly selected candidates’ gender and race. My 
coding always agreed with the majority opinion. There was no disagreement among 
coders about gender, and little disagreement about race. Any disagreements related to 
different opinions of being unsure. I provide details in Appendix A. 
 Dependent variables 
The dependent variables are: (1) tone of contexts where candidates are 
mentioned, (2) probability of each topic in each candidate group’s coverage, and (3) 
candidates’ framing.  
3.3.1. Tone  
I use the Lexicoder Sentiment Dictionary (LSD) to measure positive and negative 
tone of contexts in which candidates’ names appear (Young and Soroka 2012a). The 
dictionary is integrated into quanteda for R (Benoit et al. 2018). It has estimated the 
positive or negative tone of news fairly closely to human coders (Young and Soroka 
2012b). 
This method matches texts’ words to a dictionary of words coded positive or 
negative. Positive words and negated negative words (e.g., “not naive”) indicate positive 
sentiment; negative words and negated positive words (e.g., “not amicable”) indicate 
negative sentiment. My analysis does not capture nuanced emotions evoked in news, 
which often contains neutral words. Rather, it gauges the general sentiment of coverage 
surrounding candidates. 
The dependent variable is the net tone of the context in which candidates’ names 
appear, measured across all articles. There is one tone score per candidate. It is the 
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proportion of positive words minus the proportion of negative words (Young and Soroka 
2012b). The proportions are the number of positive/negative words divided by the total 
number of words (other than the candidate’s name). The total number of words is 20 at 
most: 10 words on either side of the name, to capture enough context.  
To prepare articles, I use LSD-specific pre-processing scripts from Soroka 
(2015), such that, for example, the phrase “poor little rich girl” is not coded “NEGATIVE 
little POSITIVE girl”. I also edited candidates’ names so they would not be coded as 
positive or negative. 
This method’s limitations include only measuring tone around each mention of 
candidates’ full names, not pronouns or other phrases. The pieces of text analyzed also 
likely overlap, but this would be worse if I measured article-level tone. Finally, dictionary-
based approaches lack some validity: they do not measure only the journalist’s opinion 
on the topic – they also reflect what the topic is. Rising unemployment is usually 
considered objectively negative, so a negative tone does not necessarily come solely 
from the journalist. Both journalists’ subjective judgements (i.e., word choices) and 
reality constitute the tone. Nevertheless, “negative” topics could appear more around 
certain candidates, potentially in a racialized and/or gendered pattern. 
3.3.2. Topics 
I use Structural Topic Modeling (STM) to determine articles’ topics. STM is an 
unsupervised method, so the only human intervention before running the model is 
selecting the number of topics. Conversely, supervised topic models require a priori 
researcher-defined topics and training with pre-coded texts. Because news coverage 
includes diverse topics, and I do not have strong expectations for what exactly the topics 
are, STM is appropriate. 
STM builds off a topic modeling method called Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). 
Unlike LDA, STM permits the researcher to retain metadata. This is useful for comparing 
the prevalence of topics in one group’s coverage vs. another (Lucas et al. 2015; Roberts 
et al. 2014). The R package stm also makes implementation easy (Roberts, Stewart, 
and Tingley 2019). 
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The dependent variable is per-document-per-topic probability: the probability that 
a given word in a “document” is derived from a given topic. A “document” is the set of 
articles mentioning one of the four candidate groups: IBWOC, IBMOC, white women, 
and white men. I explain further in Appendix B. This variable is a proportion. 
To preprocess text, I remove numbers, which could be important if they refer to a 
bill, for example, but likely contribute little meaning. I remove punctuation, which could 
be significant for a hyphenated name or phrase, but words that occur very often together 
usually land in the same topic. I also remove stop words (including “the”, “he”, “of”, and 
insignificant phrases from articles’ web pages, e.g., “You might be interested in”, “Open 
gallery”, “Advertisement”). Initial models considered these phrases as their own topics, 
so removing them was necessary, but does not threaten the topic model’s validity 
because they do not hold significant meaning.  
I do not stem words (reduce words to their root, e.g., “political” and “politics” 
become “polit”) because it can make words with multiple distinct meanings into one 
“token” (Denny and Spirling 2018), increasing the risk of misunderstanding topics’ 
meanings. 
I account for only single words, because multi-word phrases greatly slow down 
modeling, and words appearing together often appear in the same topic. I do not convert 
each letter to lowercase, because meaning can depend on capitalization (e.g., “house” 
vs. “House”, “global” vs. “Global [News]”, unless the capitalized word appears at the 
beginning of a sentence). I also remove words appearing in only one article, because 
they do not change results but slow down modeling. 
Roberts et al. (2014) recommend selecting the number of topics, K, that 
maximizes both the topics’ exclusivity (the topic’s likeliest words are unlikely to appear in 
other topics) and semantic coherence (the topic’s words co-occur often within the same 
texts). Using the stm package (Roberts, Stewart, and Tingley 2019), I find that 20 is the 
optimal K-value. I show the process in Appendix C. 
To check robustness, I create multiple models (each with a different K) to see if 
results change. In Appendix D, I show that results for models with 10 and 30 topics, 
respectively, do not substantially differ from results of my 20-topic model. The manual 
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content analysis also helps validate topic modeling, but multiple frames can exist within 
a particular topic, and vice versa. 
3.3.3. Frames 
I perform a manual content analysis on 100 randomly selected articles, of 3687. I 
split candidates into 4 groups: IBWOC, IBMOC, white women, and white men (excluding 
non-binary/Two-Spirit candidates, as there are too few). I randomly select 25 articles for 
each category. 
Using NVivo, I examine frequency and content of frames. I employ Provisional 
Coding as the first-cycle coding method (Saldaña 2016), developing initial codes based 
on previous studies (i.e., Gershon 2012, 2013; Tolley 2015, 2016, 2019; Ward 2016, 
2017). Then, I look for patterns in codes (Pattern Coding: Saldaña 2016). 
The dependent variable is per-frame-per-candidate frequency: the proportion of 
all instances of the frame coinciding with mention of the candidate, across all 100 
articles. For example, if there are 10 instances of the socio-demographic frame, 1 of 
which coincides with Candidate A, the proportion is 0.1. I show example data in 
Appendix E. 
The other outcome is the content of the framing. Measuring only the relative 
frequency of each frame does not account for deeper meanings (stereotyping and “the 
symbolism and poignancy of the media’s framing”: Tolley 2019, 120). 
 Control variables 
I control for incumbency (0: challenger, 1: incumbent). Incumbents enjoy greater 
name recognition but may receive more negative coverage than challengers because of 
their actions in office, for example (Gershon 2012). In the political experience and 
novelty framing analysis, I control for the interaction of incumbency and race because 
challengers who are BPOC are framed less often as viable compared to white 
challengers, but this difference disappears among incumbents (Tolley 2016). 
Being in a leadership position may impact candidates’ coverage (0: non-
leadership, 1: leadership). This includes party leaders, ministers (House of Commons 
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n.d.), and shadow ministers (“Official Opposition Shadow Cabinet of the 42nd Parliament 
of Canada” n.d.). 
Another important factor is party affiliation (1: Bloc Québécois, 2: Conservative, 
3: Green, 4: Liberal, 5: NDP). Government incumbents might receive media backlash, 




Analysis and results 
For each quantitative analysis, I use OLS regression, regressing the dependent 
variable on gender, race, party, incumbency, leadership, and a gender-race interaction 
term. 
 Sentiment analysis 
The dependent variable is the net tone (-1 to +1). If Hypothesis 1 is correct, 
IBWOC’s coverage is more often negative compared to others, so there is a statistically 
significant (at 0.05), negative relationship between tone and the interaction of candidate 
gender (0: man, 1: woman) and race (0: white, 1: IBPOC). 
The average number of words per mention of candidates’ full names (20-word 
window) is 320.384 (120.310 excluding party leaders). Party leaders have the highest 
number of words per mention of their full name: Trudeau (71,874), Scheer (48,401), 
Singh (32,369), and Blanchet (6,296) (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. Net tone vs. total word-count. 
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Table 3 presents sentiment analysis results.  
Table 3. OLS regression results for sentiment analysis. 
 Model 1 
(including party leaders) 
Model 2 


























































 R2 = 0.0115 
N = 792 
R2 = 0.0118 
N = 788 
 
None of the coefficients are statistically significant at 0.05. All 833 candidates 
were mentioned. 41 were non-binary/Two-Spirit or their race or gender was unknown, so 
the sample size is 792 (788 without party leaders). 
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All groups of candidates seem to receive a similar net tone of coverage. I based 
my expectations on British and American studies, and Canadian newspapers tend to use 
more “neutral” language.  
Most coverage was very neutral, and leaders were mentioned much more often 
than others. The 20-word window around candidates’ names may not have been enough 
data, so results are inconclusive. 
 Topic modeling 
The dependent variable is the per-document-per-topic probability. Although this 
is a proportion, I use OLS regression because stm and related R packages contain 
default OLS functions (Roberts, Stewart, and Tingley 2019). 
If Hypotheses 2a and 2b are correct, IBMOC articles (articles mentioning 
IBMOC) are more likely to include “minority”/race-related topics, and white women 
articles are more likely to include “female”/gender-related topics, compared to white 
men’s coverage. Compared to all other candidates, IBWOC’s coverage is even more 
likely to include these topics. 
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Table 4 shows the top 20 terms for the most relevant topics and my 
interpretation. I present all topics in Appendix F, and regression results for significant 
coefficients in Appendix G.  
Table 4. Top terms and topic interpretations for most relevant topics. 
Topic Top terms Interpretation 
5 Canada, people, immigration, women, 
Canadian, Indigenous, country, government, 
issues, immigrants, one, refugees, border, 




11 Indigenous, government, First, federal, 
Nations, RCMP, Trudeau, cabinet, SNC-
Lavalin, water, law, Canada, Wilson-
Raybould, decision, children, communities, 
court, Canadian, ruling, rights 
Indigenous issues (water, child 
welfare), SNC-Lavalin 
12 Trudeau, blackface, Liberal, racist, Justin, 
people, brownface, photo, racism, wearing, 
school, makeup, Trudeau’s, photos, time, 
think, video, Thursday, campaign, leader 
Blackface/brownface, racism 
13 Alberta, Calgary, Conservative, federal, 
Edmonton, Kenney, pipeline, Liberal, election, 
Trans, Mountain, government, oil, province, 
candidate, riding, campaign, Trudeau, Jason, 
Liberals 
Alberta, Trans Mountain pipeline 
15 Quebec, per, cent, Bloc, Liberals, party, NDP, 
federal, support, Conservatives, election, 
voters, Blanchet, government, law, Trudeau, 
campaign, Bill, Singh, Québécois 
Quebec’s Bill 21, voters 
16 students, school, strike, Ontario, company, 
people, public, board, government, workers, 
federal, schools, province, one, staff, two, 
years, education, year, report 
Ontario education workers’ strike 
20 health, care, abortion, government, May, 
federal, Canada, party, Green, people, 
Health, New, access, drug, issue, services, 
drugs, Liberal, provinces, NDP 
Healthcare, pro-life Green 
candidates 
 
Topic 5 (immigration/women/Indigenous) refers to a “minority” policy issue, and 
potentially “female”/gender-related issues given the relative importance of the word 
“women”. Topics 11 and 13 are also “minority” policy issues: water in Indigenous 
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communities, discrimination against Indigenous children in the child welfare system, and 
opposition to the Trans Mountain pipeline. The Trans Mountain pipeline is a “minority” 
policy issue because many Indigenous communities have strongly opposed it. Topic 12 
(blackface/brownface) is race-related. Topic 15 references Quebec’s Bill 21, a “minority” 
policy issue. Topic 16 (Ontario education workers’ strike) relates to education, a “female” 
policy issue. Topic 20 relates to healthcare and pro-life Green candidates: “female” 
policy issues (although abortion affects all genders).  
Below, I compare coverage of white men and IBWOC (respectively) to that of 
others. I estimate the difference in per-document-per-topic probability for each topic (with 
95% confidence intervals) between articles mentioning the reference group (white men 
or IBWOC) and articles mentioning other groups that do not mention the reference 
group.6 I also compare coverage between white men and IBWOC. To clarify, when 
comparing coverage of white men to that of IBMOC (for example), I compare two types 
of articles. The first type must mention at least one white man candidate, and can 
mention other candidates. The second type must (a) mention IBMOC and (b) not 
mention any white men, and can mention other candidates. Red text indicates the topic 
is significant at 0.05, and bold text indicates a “relevant” (“minority”/race-related and/or 
“female”/gender-related) topic. 
Figure 3A shows that immigration/women/Indigenous and blackface/brownface 
are more likely in IBMOC articles not mentioning white men, compared to white men 
articles. Immigration/women/Indigenous is race- and gender-related. Even when 
including party leaders (especially Trudeau), the blackface/brownface topic is more likely 
in IBMOC articles not mentioning white men. White men articles are more likely to 
include the education strike topic, compared to IBMOC articles not mentioning white 
men. 
When excluding party leaders, the Conservatives topic becomes significant –
more likely in white men articles – and so does candidates/social media – more likely in 
IBMOC articles excluding white men (Figure 3B). 
 
6 Initially, I estimated these differences between articles mentioning each candidate group versus 
articles not mentioning them. Because they do not directly compare candidates’ coverage, I 
present these results in Appendix H. 
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Consistent with expectations, whether including or excluding party leaders, 





Figure 3. (A) White men vs. IBMOC documents, including party leaders. (B) White men vs. IBMOC documents, 
excluding party leaders. 
Red bars: more likely in white men articles. Green bars: more likely in IBMOC articles excluding white men. 
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I also compare coverage of IBWOC and white men, using white men as the 
reference group because white men articles make up most of the sample. Education 
strike is more likely in white men articles, compared to IBWOC articles excluding white 
men. Social media and candidates/social media are more likely in IBWOC articles 
excluding white men, compared to white men articles (Figure 4A).  
Excluding party leaders, these topics remain significant in the same direction 
(Figure 4B). Trans Mountain becomes more likely in white men articles, compared to 
IBWOC articles excluding white men. Discussion of immigration/women/Indigenous 
becomes more likely in IBWOC articles excluding white men, compared to white men 
articles.  
This shows partial support for my expectation that IBWOC’s coverage more often 
includes discussions of “minority”/race-related and “female”/gender-related topics 





Figure 4. (A) White men vs. IBWOC documents, including party leaders. (B) White men vs. IBWOC documents, 
excluding party leaders. 
Red bars: more likely in white men articles. Green bars: more likely in IBWOC articles excluding white men. 
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Figures 5A and 5B show that seats won, taxes/housing, Trans Mountain, and 
gun ban are more likely in white men articles than white women articles excluding white 
men. While none of the significant topics are “female”/gender-related topics, 
taxes/housing and gun ban relate to traditionally “male” domains: economy and crime. 
Trump/Syria and candidates/social media are more likely in white women articles 
excluding white men, compared to white men articles. The Trump/Syria difference could 
be because of Chrystia Freeland (a white woman), then-Minister of Foreign Affairs. 





Figure 5. (A) White men vs. white women documents, including party leaders. (B) White men vs. white women 
documents, excluding party leaders. 
Red bars: more likely in white men articles. Green bars: more likely in white women articles excluding white men. 
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Next, IBWOC is the reference group.  
Figures 6A (including party leaders) and 6B (excluding party leaders) both show 
that seats won and candidates/social media are more likely in IBWOC articles, compared 
to IBMOC articles excluding IBWOC. Appendix D shows results of the robustness check, 
where I created different topic models. The 30-topic model included a topic related to 
Heather Leung, a Conservative candidate who is an Asian woman, and her anti-
LGBTQ+ statements. This topic contained many similar words to the candidates/social 
media topic in the model presented here, so Leung’s coverage may drive this difference. 
Also, coalition and leaders’ debate are more likely in IBMOC articles excluding IBWOC, 
compared to IBWOC articles, potentially due to Jagmeet Singh. 
When excluding party leaders (Figure 6B), these topics are no longer more likely 
for IBMOC articles excluding IBWOC. Green/NDP/housing and Trans Mountain are more 
likely in IBMOC articles excluding IBWOC, compared to IBWOC articles. 
Contrary to expectations, coverage of IBMOC excluding IBWOC is more likely to 






Figure 6. (A) IBWOC vs. IBMOC documents, including party leaders. (B) IBWOC vs. IBMOC documents, excluding party 
leaders. 
Red bars: more likely in IBWOC articles. Green bars: more likely in IBMOC articles excluding IBWOC. 
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Figure 7A shows that seats won and candidates/social media are more likely in 
IBWOC articles, compared to white women articles excluding IBWOC. 
Green/NDP/housing, coalition, and leaders’ debate are more likely in white women 
articles excluding IBWOC, compared to IBWOC articles. This is not due to Elizabeth 
May, the only white woman party leader, who is missing from my sample. Possibly, 
discussions of party leaders often included high-profile white women candidates. 
Excluding party leaders (Figure 7B), seats won, coalition, and leaders’ debate are 
no longer significant, and candidates/social media and Green/NDP/housing remain 
significant in the same direction.  
Differences among women’s coverage do not relate to “minority”/race-related or 





Figure 7. (A) IBWOC vs. white women documents, including party leaders. (B) IBWOC vs. white women documents, 
excluding party leaders. 
Red bars: more likely in IBWOC articles. Green bars: topic is more likely in white women articles excluding IBWOC. 
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Finally, I grouped topics together using code from Panoptikum and Jehoonchae 
(2019), both including and excluding party leaders. The differences were very small: I 
present only the first model in Figure 8. Articles mentioning IBMOC are more likely to 
contain “minority”/race-related topics than articles not mentioning IBMOC. 
 
Figure 8. Average differences in per-document-per-topic probability for 
grouped topics, by candidate category. 
Results partially support Hypothesis 2a: “minority”/race-related topics are more 
likely in IBMOC articles, and somewhat in IBWOC articles (compared to white men 
articles). Contrary to expectations, IBMOC articles excluding IBWOC were more likely to 
include these topics than IBWOC articles. Overall, articles mentioning IBMOC were more 
likely than others to include any “minority”/race-related topic. 
I also find partial support for Hypothesis 2b: “female”/gender-related topics are 
more likely in articles mentioning women. IBWOC articles were more likely to include 
one “female”/gender-related topic than white men articles not mentioning IBWOC 
(excluding party leaders). But white men’s coverage was more likely to include another 
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“female” topic compared to IBWOC and IBMOC coverage excluding white men. White 
men articles were also more likely to include “male” topics related to the economy and 
crime, compared to white women’s coverage excluding white men. 
Results differ slightly from expectations that there are large-scale gendered and 
racialized differences in topics discussed. They still show that coverage of IBPOC, 
especially men, is more likely to include “minority”/race-related topics compared to white 
candidates’ coverage, even when one of these topics revolves around the actions of a 
white candidate (Trudeau). They also show that “female”/gender-related topics are more 
likely in both IBWOC and IBMOC articles, compared to coverage of white men excluding 
these groups. 
 Content analysis 
The dependent variable is per-frame-per-candidate frequency. If Hypotheses 3 
and 4 are correct, compared to white men, white women and IBMOC have a statistically 
significantly (at 0.05) higher per-frame-per-candidate frequency of the policy issue frame, 
novelty frame, and socio-demographic frame, and a lower one for the political 
experience frame. If Hypothesis 5 is correct, the magnitude of these relationships is 
greater for the gender/race interaction term (IBWOC). 
I provide regression tables in Appendix I. This section mainly focuses on the 
second outcome of the content analysis: content of frames, not measured quantitatively. 
I present illustrative cases of frames and discuss stereotypes or narratives employed. 
Of 291 major-party candidates mentioned in this 100-article sample, 244 were 
included in the September 26 Elections Canada list, not coded “Unsure” for gender or 
race, and either women or men. The analyses include only these 244: 104 white men, 
74 white women, 36 IBMOC, and 30 IBWOC. 
There was a large disparity in how many articles mentioned each candidate.7 
54/100 articles mentioned Trudeau, and 47 each mentioned Scheer and Singh. Next 
 
7 Two articles mentioned candidates only in photo captions, and two were opinion pieces. I coded 
these articles because they are still part of the news. 
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highest, 10 articles mentioned Blanchet. 69 articles mentioned at least one party leader 
and 31 did not. 
4.3.1. Policy issue frame 
Of 30 mentions of “minority” policy issues, 11 related to IBMOC, 12 to white men, 
and 2 to IBWOC.  
Of white men, Trudeau was mentioned most often (5/12). Singh constitutes 8 of 
11 IBMOC instances. Aligning with this, leaders’ mentions are expected to coincide 
0.507 more times with “minority” issues than non-leaders’, only when including party 
leaders (Appendix I). 
The content of Trudeau’s and Singh’s coverage about “minority” policy issues 
differs. Trudeau’s framed his track record on Indigenous issues as a problem for his re-
election hopes. This is not an example of “minority” policy issue framing, because it does 
not define Trudeau by these issues. 
Coverage of Quebec’s Bill 21 (prohibiting “overt” religious symbols at work 
among public-sector workers) often discussed Singh. The bill faced criticism for its 
targeting of, particularly, Muslim women and Sikh men. No main party leaders committed 
to a legal challenge against the bill (The Globe and Mail 2019), yet coverage of it 
focused on Singh’s stance, usually referencing his religion: 
The NDP leader was forced once again to explain why he would not 
commit to joining any court challenges of Bill 21, which would prevent 
Singh himself from working as a teacher or a police officer in the 
province. As a Sikh, he wears a turban. (Lowrie 2019, para. 10) 
This contrasts Singh’s statement about not joining a legal challenge with the 
discrimination he would face because of the bill. Focusing on Singh’s stance over other 
party leaders implies he has more responsibility than other leaders to combat racist 
legislation. According to another article, “Singh was confronted with the issue 
firsthand” (CTVNews.ca Staff 2019, para. 3) when asked to cut off his turban during a 
Quebec campaign stop. This implies Singh does not already experience “the issue” 
firsthand all the time, by being a person who wears a turban. 
Media also raised Quebec voters’ racism towards Singh:  
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The New Democrats’ untested and cash-strapped leader, Singh, elbowed 
his way in, a happy warrior who stood before Quebecers suspicious 
of his turban with a Quebec-oriented suite of promises to respect 
distinctiveness and provincial autonomy. (MacCharles 2019, para. 29) 
Singh is portrayed here as entering somewhere he is unwelcome, but as somewhat 
unaware of this, or at least pretending to be. In horserace coverage like this, this frames 
Singh as less politically viable.  
Results partially support H3a, as Singh was framed according to this “minority” 
policy issue more than white candidates. Though he is one candidate among many, he 
was mentioned in more articles than most candidates. There is no support for H5a as 
IBWOC were not framed as more interested/expert in these issues than others. 
Discussions of “female” policy issues were uncommon. Of 16 instances, 8 
coincided with white women candidates, 4 with IBMOC, and 1 with IBWOC (raising 
awareness of mental health and domestic violence). For IBMOC, Singh was quoted as 
criticizing pro-life Green candidates, and Gary Anandasangaree was quoted as saying 
intimate partner violence is a priority issue. 
White women candidates are more likely than white men to be mentioned 
alongside “female” policy issues (Appendix I). I interpret these results with caution 
because one article quoted four white women candidates discussing healthcare. Three 
work in healthcare and were framed as knowledgeable about healthcare issues: 
As a family doctor in Kanata, Jennifer Purdy knows well the [healthcare] 
issues facing constituents. (Ireton 2019a, para. 7) 
Stéphanie Mercier […] who has worked as a nurse at the Montfort 
Hospital for the past three years… (Ireton 2019a, para. 24) 
[Carol Clemenhagen] has had a career as a health administrator, having 
served as the first female president of the Canadian Hospital Association 
as well as working at the Ottawa Hospital and the Medical Research 
Council. (Ireton 2019a, para. 29) 
Although the examples frame candidates as knowledgeable on healthcare issues, this is 
not evidence of gendered policy issue framing. These candidates work in healthcare, a 
very relevant piece of information to include and emphasize.  
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Framing analysis is also about what is not present in media coverage. I cannot 
say whether men candidates who are healthcare workers are more or less framed 
according to their healthcare knowledge. Further, this is not a pattern – all examples 
above are from one article. The framing does not distract from candidates’ other policy 
priorities because this article is specifically about senior voters’ healthcare concerns.  
Results do not support H4a, as women were not more framed as 
interested/expert in “female” policy issues than men. Results also counter H5b, that this 
effect was stronger for IBWOC. 
4.3.2. Political experience frame 
Candidates who are IBPOC were not explicitly framed as less politically 
experienced, but coverage discussed the experience of fewer candidates who are 
IBPOC (15 vs. 44 white). Potentially, incumbents with decades-long experience are 
more likely to be white. Media explained all white candidates’ political careers in similar 
detail. Those in leadership positions were most often framed as more politically 
experienced and viable. Statistical tests confirm this (Appendix I), whether including or 
excluding party leaders. When excluding party leaders, incumbents who are IBPOC are 
more likely to be framed according to political experience (Appendix I). 
IBWOC’s coverage rarely mentions political experience. In two instances, it 
coincides with socio-demographic or novelty framing, somewhat undermining the 
experience framing: 
Cook-Searson, who is well-known for her time as the chief of the Lac La 
Ronge Indian Band… (Kessler 2019, para. 9) 
…one-term Liberal incumbent Ruby Sahota, the chair of the Liberals’ 
Ontario caucus. Both [Sahota and opponent] are relatively young 
natives of fast-growing Brampton… (Tubb 2019, para. 9).  
Neither example frames candidates negatively. In the first example, “well-known” is a 
positive descriptor because name recognition helps viability. Both examples contain 
relevant information about candidates’ experience and frame them as viable. The 
second frames the candidates as novel. 
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IBPOC (H3b) and women (H4b) were not framed as less politically experienced 
than white or men candidates. This effect was also not stronger for IBWOC (H5c). 
4.3.3. Novelty frame 
In all but one case, candidates framed as novel were framed this way once (2 
IBWOC, 2 white women, 4 IBMOC, and 5 white men). Adam van Koeverden (a white 
man) was framed as a “rookie” twice. I found no significant differences in the quantitative 
analysis (Appendix I). 
Media framed more men candidates as “new”, but in small mentions (e.g., 
“newcomer”, “first-time candidate”). This could affect perceptions of viability because it 
could mean candidates have less name recognition.  
Age was a central factor indicating novelty, especially for women: 
When she was first elected in 2015, she was the youngest Liberal MP in 
Ottawa and second-youngest of any party, at just 26 years old. (Allen 
2019, para. 2) 
At 32, Gould’s relative youth is somewhat at odds with Burlington’s large 
population of seniors. But she was younger still when she narrowly 
won in 2015 and, as the youngest women ever named to federal 
cabinet, she’s a clear rising star in the party. (Tubb 2019, para. 12) 
These are seemingly positive framings of candidates as having accomplished something 
novel. But novelty framing can detract from candidates’ qualifications beyond their 
atypicality (Tolley 2016). The socio-demographic frame section delves deeper into race 
and gender’s role in novelty framing.  
Results do not support H3c that IBPOC are framed as more novel than white 
candidates, or H5d that IBWOC are framed as more novel than others. Women 
candidates are framed as more novel than men candidates, supporting H4c. 
4.3.4. Socio-demographic frame 
This frame was the most common, totaling 54 mentions (39 references to race 
and 15 to gender). All 3 instances of white men’s socio-demographic framing were 
related to voters’ and supporters’ race. The only reference to race coinciding with a white 
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woman describes the demographics of Judy Sgro’s constituency, following her defence 
of Trudeau’s blackface/brownface. 
Reference to race 
87% of the 39 references to race allude to a candidate’s race; the rest refer to 
riding demographics. Most coverage of IBPOC references race or religion. White 
candidates’ race was never mentioned.  
IBMOC’s coverage contains an estimated 0.491 more references to race 
compared to white men’s (0.279 more when excluding party leaders). Those in 
leadership positions have an estimated 0.429 more references to race than non-
leadership, when including party leaders (Appendix I).  
Media mentioned IBPOC’s race more often for men (19 vs. 12 for women). 
References to race were sometimes explicit and sometimes subtle. For example, 
“[b]orn to Sikh immigrant parents” (Rayner 2019, para. 3), “longtime advocate for 
Malton’s Black community” (Tubb 2019, para. 29), or mention that political memes 
reference “the skin tone of NDP leader Jagmeet Singh” (Green 2019, para. 16). 
References to candidates’ race had a contextualizing role: describing the person 
and/or legitimizing their opinions. The most discussed issue was Trudeau’s 
blackface/brownface, mentioned in 17/100 articles. Most included statements from 
Liberal candidates who are IBPOC, and either the journalist or candidate themselves 
referenced the candidate’s race. Potentially, journalists recognize IBPOC as the most 
legitimate sources for race-related stories (Carstarphen 2009). When Liberal candidates 
who are IBPOC defended Trudeau, they often said cabinet is diverse and Trudeau 
stands against racism.  
Media coverage also used riding demographics to show how “interesting” a 
contest is. Race, especially voter demographics, was an ever-present subject in 
horserace coverage, which focuses on “strength of campaign organization, poll results, 
debate performance, and overall likelihood of winning” (Jalalzai 2006, 619). Media 
coverage also connected voters’ race to that of candidates who are IBPOC, never white 
candidates: 
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‘He does resonate well in this area,’ Mr. Khanna, the son of immigrants 
from Punjab, said of Mr. Kenney. The Liberals won all five seats in the 
Brampton area in the last election, where a majority of residents are 
visible minorities, primarily of South Asian descent. (Stone 2019, para. 
31) 
The Liberals are running a strong candidate in Alan Ho, a longtime 
councillor in fast-growing and diverse Markham – more than half of the 
suburban riding’s residents were born in Asia, most of those in China, 
according to the most recent census. (Tubb 2019, para. 18) 
Brampton is a fast-growing Greater Toronto Area and is home to one of 
the largest Sikh communities outside of southeast Asia. Political 
analysts have their eyes on the region that many consider a 
battleground. NDP leader Jagmeet Singh, the first and only visible 
minority leading a federal political party, was twice elected in the 
provincial riding Bramalea-Gore-Malton, which includes part of 
Brampton. (CTVNews.ca Staff and Vennavally Rao 2019, paras. 2–3) 
The first two examples implicitly state candidates’ race (i.e., mention their parents or 
simply their name) and bring riding demographics into not-previously-race-related 
discussions. Intended or not, this draws a connection between candidates who are 
IBPOC and voters who are IBPOC.  
The third example shows that riding demographics make the contest 
“newsworthy”, implicitly connecting Singh’s previous success in the Brampton area to the 
large Sikh community. Brampton-area ridings were a popular subject in the sample (at 
least 7/100). All Brampton articles discuss racial demographics of voters and sometimes 
candidates. 
The major message: chances of winning for candidates who are IBPOC are tied 
to voters who are IBPOC. This connects to false ideas about IBPOC being less capable 
of representing “mainstream” (read: white) constituents. In coverage of areas with high 
populations of IBPOC residents like Brampton, white candidates’ race was considered 
“non-newsworthy”. Voters’ race was never “newsworthy” for high-white-population areas, 
except potentially with Singh in Quebec, but that focused on his race and religion. 
Results clearly support H3d, that IBPOC are more defined by their race than 
white candidates. However, this is not a stronger effect for IBWOC, so they do not 
support H5e. 
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Reference to gender 
Only women candidates’ coverage references gender. Candidates who are 
IBWOC are defined by their gender more than IBMOC, but less than white women (4 vs. 
10 instances). References to IBWOC’s gender were from candidates themselves, 
especially in defenses of Trudeau amid the blackface/brownface incident.  
3/10 references to a white woman’s gender were candidates’ quotations. The rest 
framed them as “famous firsts”:  
Last time around, the former Canadian Forces member’s opponents were 
all men. Now, they’re almost all women. (Ireton 2019b, para. 13) 
Ludwig made history as the first woman to win the New Brunswick 
riding. (Beattie 2019, para. 3) 
…the youngest women ever named to federal cabinet… (Tubb 2019, 
para. 11) 
In the first example, it is novel to have almost all women opponents, and the entire article 
does not frame candidates as their gender. There is a positive connotation in the second 
two examples, framing these as accomplishments. The third example, and potentially the 
second, contains novelty framing. 
Being a white woman, rather than a white man, candidate is associated with 
0.148 more references to gender (0.149 more when excluding party leaders) (Appendix 
I).  
Women are more defined by their gender than men are, supporting H4d. IBWOC 
are not framed this way more than others are, so results do not support H5f. 
 Summary 




Table 5. Summary of hypotheses. 
Hypothesis 1. Candidates who are IBWOC receive more negative 
coverage than other (IBMOC, white women, and white men) 
candidates. 
 No support 
Hypothesis 2a. “Minority” and race-related topics are more likely in 
articles mentioning IBPOC, and most likely in those mentioning 
IBWOC. 
Partial support: more 
likely for IBMOC than 
IBWOC 
Hypothesis 2b. “Female” and gender-related topics are more likely in 
articles mentioning women, and most likely in those mentioning 
IBWOC. 
Partial support: one 
topic more likely for 
IBWOC vs. white men; 
another more likely to 
white men vs. IBWOC 
and IBMOC 
Hypothesis 3. Compared to white candidates, candidates who are 
IBPOC are framed as:  
  
(a) more interested in and an expert in “minority” policy issues;  
Partial support: only for 
Jagmeet Singh 
(b) less politically experienced; No support 
(c) more “novel” in politics; and  No support 
(d) more defined by their race.  Support 
Hypothesis 4. Compared to men candidates, women candidates are 
framed as:  
  
(a) more interested in and an expert in “female” policy issues;  No support 
(b) less politically experienced;  No support 
(c) more “novel” in politics; and  Support 
(d) more defined by their gender. Support 
Hypothesis 5. Compared to other candidates, candidates who are 
IBWOC are framed as: 
  
(a) more interested in and an expert in “minority” policy issues;  No support 
(b) more interested in and an expert in “female” policy issues;  No support 
(c) less politically experienced;  No support 
(d) more “novel” in politics; No support 
(e) more defined by their race; and No support 
(f) more defined by their gender. No support 





Because racial and gender biases pervade news-making processes, I expected 
racialized and gendered differences in coverage’s tone, topics, and framing. While there 
was little evidence of large-scale differences in tone, IBPOC’s coverage more often 
included “minority”/race-related topics, and media framed non-white-men candidates as 
atypical for their race or gender.  
I also expected media to differentiate IBWOC the most from other candidates, but 
this was not the case. However, candidates who are IBWOC had the lowest amount of 
coverage. Only 282/3687 articles (7.7%) mentioned IBWOC, despite 9.5% of candidates 
in my sample being IBWOC. 805 articles (21.8%) mentioned white women (29.0% of my 
sample). 1602 (43.5%) mentioned IBMOC (12.0% of my sample). 3335 articles (90.5%) 
mentioned white men (50.0% of my sample). Because about 82% of articles mentioned 
party leaders, many IBMOC and white men mentions were likely party leaders. In sum, 
there may not have been enough data for IBWOC’s coverage to produce statistically 
significant results. 
Using mixed methods allowed me to examine large-scale patterns in media 
coverage and “zoom in” to investigate candidates’ portrayals. In terms of tone, there was 
inconclusive evidence of gendered and racialized differences in positive and negative 
tone of coverage surrounding candidates. Previous American and British studies found 
IBWOC were discussed more negatively than others, but the media, electoral contexts, 
and methodologies differ. 
Regarding topics, I found that one “female”/gender-related topic 
(immigration/women/Indigenous) was more likely in IBWOC’s coverage, while another 
(education strike) was more likely in white men’s coverage. There was not a clear 
gendered pattern as expected. Perhaps women candidates’ coverage has become more 
similar to that of men, or media discuss these topics less often than other issues. 
As well, IBMOC candidates’ coverage discussed “minority”/race-related topics 
more than that of others, even when the topic related to a white candidate (Trudeau). 
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Excluding party leaders strengthened evidence of IBWOC’s and IBMOC’s coverage 
being more likely to discuss “minority”/race-related issues, compared to white men’s 
coverage. These differences could be at the expense of candidates’ other policy 
priorities, which would be valuable to share with voters. For instance, Jagmeet Singh’s 
coverage often included references to his political and personal relationship to Bill 21 
(Quebec’s ban on public servants wearing “explicit” religious symbols). 
Major messages of coverage were that Singh is more responsible for combating 
racist legislation like Bill 21 than other party leaders because of his religion, women 
candidates are atypical in Canadian politics, contests where a large proportion of voters 
are IBPOC are “interesting”, and candidates who are IBPOC’s chances of winning are 
tied to voters who are IBPOC. These findings were consistent with expectations that 
whiteness and maleness are considered standard in Canadian politics. This manifests 
through coverage that considers gender as “newsworthy” only when referring to women, 
and race as “newsworthy” only when referring to IBPOC. 
Referencing race and gender is not always harmful, often highlighting that many 
candidates are white men. Although white people have racial privilege in Canada, 
ignoring white people’s race does not deconstruct whiteness as neutral/normal. It does 
the opposite. Further, this coverage of women and IBPOC may detract from their 
qualifications or policy priorities.  
There were a number of limitations to my research. Using candidates’ full names 
to estimate contextual sentiment severely limited the number of observations. This was a 
limitation of the topic model too: candidates’ full names had to be in the article text to be 
counted as “mentioned”. I could have used last names, but some candidates have the 
same last name. 
Another limitation is my own identity. As a white researcher, my ability to identify 
racialized media coverage is limited. I grounded my methods in previous scholarly work, 
but my content analysis findings may be conservative. Further, I have never experienced 
the racialization that candidates who are IBPOC face. While outside of the scope, 
consulting candidates, journalists, and news readers could have helped contextualize 
what racialized coverage means to them. 
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An interesting topic of future research is differences in media coverage among 
candidates who are IBPOC. How do different experiences and histories manifest in 
media coverage? Because candidates are only one group of people discussed in media 
coverage, future research could also address how media coverage of candidates relates 
to media coverage of race- and gender-related topics in general. 
In conclusion, media should not simply ignore race and gender – an important 
point Tolley (2016) also raises. Currently, white candidates are framed as having no 
racial identity, and men candidates are framed as having no gender. Ideally, the 
assumption underlying media coverage would be that all candidates have a racial and 
gender identity with none being considered more “normal” than another. 
Further, racial and gendered media bias is only one way in which racism and 
sexism manifest. This form is implicit, meaning sometimes difficult to see and/or 
unintentional. But, importantly, the same systems undergird police violence against 
Indigenous people, Black people, and people of colour; violence against women; 
employment discrimination; and so much more. Explicit and violent racism and sexism 
still exist in Canada. 
Equitable media coverage for candidates matters because a person’s gender and 
race should not reduce their chances of being elected. It should also not influence how 
viable, qualified, or “outsider” the media frame them. My focus on this particular 
manifestation of racism and sexism highlights that seemingly neutral sources of 
information are not what they seem; they are influenced by constructions of whiteness 
and maleness as the norm. Because these are biases we all hold to some degree, our 
awareness of their presence in media coverage is crucial for being better voters, news 
readers, and citizens. 
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Appendix A.  
 
Coding check 
Three fellow graduate students followed my coding scheme for coding race and 
gender on a random sample of 20 candidates. I gave them an Excel spreadsheet to fill in 
gender and race/ethnicity information, detailed instructions on the coding procedure 
(includes Figure 1, the decision tree), and a Word document containing the written 
sources and photos I had used to determine the candidate’s gender and race.  
I used Fleiss’ kappa to evaluate intercoder reliability (Fleiss 1971). The closer the 
value to 1, the more agreement between coders. I used Fleiss’ kappa because it was 
developed for multiple “raters”, or coders, and was easily calculated through Microsoft 
Excel thanks to Zaiontz (n.d.). Fleiss’ kappa for the gender variable is 1, meaning perfect 
agreement among all coders for all candidates. Fleiss’ kappa for the ethnicity variable is 
0.842, which indicates a good level of agreement among coders. Both are statistically 
significant at the 0.05 level. I always agreed with the majority opinion. 
I “rounded up” coders’ results, coding candidates as either “white” or “IBPOC”. 
For example, if one coder coded Candidate A as South Asian, and another coder coded 
Candidate A as Punjabi, I coded Candidate A as IBPOC. If coders input a European 
nationality (e.g., Dutch, French, English), that counts for “white”. Of course, being Dutch 
or French or English in nationality implies nothing about a person’s ethnicity. Coders 
were specifically coding for ethnicity, so that is what the codes refer to.  
Initially, Coder 2 coded a few candidates’ ethnicity as “Canadian”, because that is 
how they self-identified. Coder 2 re-did the coding, only for those coded “Canadian”. The 
disagreements in the final set of coding results were: 
1. Coder 2 coded Candidate 6 as “Unsure”, while all other coders coded 
them as “white”. 
2. Coder 3 coded Candidate 15 as “Italian”, while all other coders coded 
them as “Unsure”. 
3. Coder 2 coded Candidate 19 as “Unsure”, while all other coders 
coded them as “white”. 
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Document overlap in topic modeling 
A collection of articles forms a document. For example, the IBWOC document is 
the collection of articles that mention a candidate who is IBWOC. Table B1 and Figure 
B1 show how articles can be in one or more documents at a time. 
Table B1. Example of document overlap. 
Article ID of articles that 
mention an IBWOC 
candidate 
Article ID of articles that 
mention a white man 
candidate 
Article ID of articles that 
mention a Liberal Party 
candidate 
1 1 2 
2 2 3 
4 3 5 
7 4 8 
9 5 9 
 6  
 10  
 
 
Figure B1. Example of document overlap. 
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Evaluating K (number of topics) 
Before estimating the topic model, I determined the best number of topics to set. I 
based this evaluation on exclusivity and semantic coherence, as recommended by 
Roberts et al. (2014), the authors of the stm package for R. The goal is to maximize both 
exclusivity and semantic coherence. I draw from Silge (2018) to do this. 
In Figure C1, the x-axis is semantic coherence: the greater the value, the more a 
given topic’s words occur together often in the same texts. The y-axis is exclusivity: the 
greater the value, the greater the chances that the most likely words in a given topic are 
unlikely to occur in other topics.  
 
Figure C1. Evaluation of K (number of topics) by semantic coherence and 
exclusivity. 
Based on Figure C1, I created a topic model of 20 topics. The green points 
representing models with 20 topics are clustered around the top right of the plot, which is 
ideal. Models with 10 and 30 topics are the next best options. 
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Robustness check for topic models 
I created two additional topic models: one with 10 topics and one with 30 topics. 
These were the two next best number of topics to choose according to the evaluation 
presented in Appendix C.  
Using topic models with 10 and 30 topics, respectively, would not substantially 
change the findings. Most topics significant for each group of candidates was significant 
in the same direction in other topic models. Topics also had different levels of detail, 
depending on the number of topics, but in general this did not substantially change my 
interpretation of what the topic means.  
Tables below compare significant topics comparing per-document-per-topic 
probability between articles mentioning the candidate group and articles not mentioning 
them. Orange cells indicate negative direction and blue indicates positive. 
For IBWOC, seats won was significant and positive in the 20- and 30-topic model 
(Table D1). Housing topics were significant and negative for 20 and 10 topics. In all three 
models, leaders’ debate/leaders was significant and negative, while social 
media/Heather Leung was positive. The social media/candidates topics in the 20- and 
10-topic models contained many of the same words as the Heather Leung topic in the 
30-topic model. Two topics that I could not interpret were significant and negative for 30 
topics, and coalition was not significant in any topic model other than 20. 
Table D1. Significant topics for IBWOC articles vs. articles not mentioning 
IBWOC. 
20 topics (baseline) 10 topics 30 topics 
Seats won  Results/seats won 
Green/NDP, housing Taxes/housing  
Coalition   
Leaders’ debate Leaders’ debate Leaders 
Candidates/social media Social media/candidates Heather Leung 
  Unsure 
  Unsure 
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Seats won was significant and negative for IBMOC in the 20- and 30-topic 
models (Table D2). Leaders/leaders’ debate was significant and positive in all three 
models. Indigenous issues relating to climate change were significant in all three models, 
but with 10 topics, Indigenous issues/climate change is negative, while Trans Mountain 
(20) and Alberta/oil/pipeline (30) are positive. Green/NDP/housing is significant and 
negative in 20 topics, and blackface/brownface is significant and positive in 10 topics. An 
“unsure” topic (negative), Green Party/abortion (positive), and SNC-Lavalin (negative) 
are all significant in the 30-topic model.  
Table D2. Significant topics for IBMOC articles vs. articles not mentioning 
IBMOC. 
20 topics 10 topics 30 topics 
Seats won  Results/seats won 
Green/NDP, housing   
Leaders’ debate Leaders’ debate Leaders 
Trans Mountain Indigenous issues/climate 
change 
Alberta/oil/pipeline 
 Blackface/brownface  
  Unsure 
  Green Party/abortion 




For white women, seats won was significant and positive, and leaders’ debate 
was significant and negative for 20 and 10 topics (Table D3). Indigenous issues was 
significant and negative for 20 and 30 topics. Trump/Syria/International relations was 
significant and positive for all three models. Social media was significant and positive for 
20 topics only. “Unsure”, Liberals, and Ortis spy case were significant and positive, and 
housing/gun ban was significant and negative for 30 topics. 
Table D3. Significant topics for white women articles vs. articles not 
mentioning white women. 
20 topics 10 topics 30 topics 
Seats won Seats won  
Leaders’ debate Leaders’ debate  
Indigenous issues  Indigenous issues 
Trump/Syria International relations International relations 
Social media    
  Unsure 
  Liberals 
  Ortis spy case 
  Housing/gun. ban 
 
Blackface/brownface was significant and positive for all three models for white 
men (Table D4). Also for all three models, Trump/Syria/International relations, social 
media/candidates/Heather Leung were significant and negative. For 20 topics, 
healthcare/abortion was significant and negative, while Trudeau campaigning was 
positive and Ortis spy case was negative and both significant for 30 topics. 
Table D4. Significant topics for white men articles vs. articles not mentioning 
white men. 
20 topics 10 topics 30 topics 
Blackface/brownface Blackface/brownface Blackface/brownface 
Trump/Syria International relations International relations 
Social media 
Social media/candidates Heather Leung 
Candidates 
Healthcare/abortion   
  Trudeau campaigning 
  Ortis spy case 
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Example quantitative data for content analysis 
The data for the manual content analysis is set up according to Table E1.  
Table E1. Example data for frame analysis. 













A Pol. exp. 1 1 1 10 0.1 1 1 
B Pol. exp. 1 0 2 10 0.2 3 0.67 
C Pol. exp. 0  1 3 10 0.3 4 0.75 
D Pol. exp. 0 0 5 10 0.5 6 0.83 
… … … … … … … … … 
a 1 = woman, 0 = man 
b 1 = IBPOC, 0 = white 
Coverage frame frequency refers to the number of times that a particular frame 
coincides with the mention of the candidate. Total frame frequency is the number of 
times that the particular frame appears across all coverage of all candidates (in the 
subsample of 100 articles). Frame proportion is coverage frame frequency divided by 
total frame frequency. Total articles shows the number of articles that the candidate is 
mentioned in. Article proportion is the proportion of times the frame appears out of the 
number of articles the candidate is mentioned in (coverage frame frequency divided by 
total number of articles). However, this is not really a proportion, as it can exceed 1, if 
the candidate is framed multiple times according to one frame within a single article. 
The number of rows for this entire dataset was 1464. This is 244 candidates 
multiplied by 6 different “frames” (“minority” policy issue, “female” policy issue, political 
experience, novelty, reference to race, and reference to gender). Each OLS regression 
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was done separately by frame, so the number of observations for each was 244 
(including party leaders) or 240 (excluding party leaders). 
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Top 20 terms of topics 
Table F1. Top 20 terms and topic interpretations. 
Topic Top terms Interpretation 
1 riding, candidate, Liberal, NDP, Conservative, 
Party, election, cent, per, Green, seat, 
Liberals, Canada, won, ridings, party, federal, 
running, candidates, Conservatives 
Seats won 
2 Scheer, Conservative, government, 
Conservatives, Liberals, veterans, Senate, 
aid, Trudeau, Canadian, minister, Andrew, 
Liberal, years, Harper, Canada, prime, 
campaign, insurance, former 
Conservative vs. Liberal, Stephen 
Harper, Scheer’s insurance industry 
“scandal” 
3 Trudeau, Scheer, one, Canadian, even, 
Canada, Trump, just, much, Canadians, 
election, political, now, It’s, time, may, years, 
might, prime, leaders 
Leaders, US/Trump 
4 candidate, Party, Liberal, candidates, Green, 
Conservative, NDP, federal, Canada, people, 
government, Windsor, riding, housing, 
election, local, London, need, Hamilton, years 
Green vs. NDP, housing 
5 Canada, people, immigration, women, 
Canadian, Indigenous, country, government, 
issues, immigrants, one, refugees, border, 




6 tax, per, cent, Liberals, year, billion, new, 
government, platform, federal, housing, 
years, Liberal, Canada, income, plan, party, 
spending, cost, Canadians 
Taxes, economy, housing 
7 climate, change, emissions, Canada, carbon, 
plan, government, gas, oil, energy, federal, 
Thunberg, environmental, Liberal, per, 
Liberals, global, Canadian, environment, 
world 
Climate change, oil and gas 
8 government, Trudeau, Liberals, election, 
campaign, Liberal, Conservatives, party, 
Ford, Conservative, minority, seats, Scheer, 
federal, Ontario, majority, NDP, support, 
minister, coalition 
Liberal vs. Conservatives, coalition, 
Doug Ford 
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Topic Top terms Interpretation 
9 people, election, vote, voters, think, 
campaign, one, just, political, really, lot, know, 
see, party, time, issues, want, voting, parties, 
change 
Parties, voters, issues 
10 Singh, Scheer, Trudeau, Leader, leader, 
NDP, campaign, debate, Conservative, May, 
Jagmeet, Liberal, Party, leaders, Andrew, 
party, Justin, Bernier, Green, Elizabeth 
Leaders’ debate 
11 Indigenous, government, First, federal, 
Nations, RCMP, Trudeau, cabinet, SNC-
Lavalin, water, law, Canada, Wilson-
Raybould, decision, children, communities, 
court, Canadian, ruling, rights 
Indigenous issues (water, child 
welfare, courts), SNC-Lavalin 
12 Trudeau, blackface, Liberal, racist, Justin, 
people, brownface, photo, racism, wearing, 
school, makeup, Trudeau’s, photos, time, 
think, video, Thursday, campaign, leader 
Blackface/brownface, racism 
13 Alberta, Calgary, Conservative, federal, 
Edmonton, Kenney, pipeline, Liberal, 
election, Trans, Mountain, government, oil, 
province, candidate, riding, campaign, 
Trudeau, Jason, Liberals 
Alberta, Trans Mountain pipeline 
14 Canadian, Globe, Canada, Trump, Mail, 
Syria, newsletter, photo, two, President, 
today, Toronto, one, new, family, cent, back, 
home, first, sign 
Trump, Syria 
15 Quebec, per, cent, Bloc, Liberals, party, NDP, 
federal, support, Conservatives, election, 
voters, Blanchet, government, law, Trudeau, 
campaign, Bill, Singh, Québécois 
Quebec, Bill 21, voters in Quebec 
16 students, school, strike, Ontario, company, 
people, public, board, government, workers, 
federal, schools, province, one, staff, two, 
years, education, year, report 
Ontario education workers’ strike 
17 gun, ban, Liberal, campaign, Toronto, 
Trudeau, violence, handguns, one, people, 
plane, Canadian, police, song, city, Justin, 
assault, guns, bus, Liberals 
Gun ban, violence, police 
18 Canada, Canadian, election, political, media, 
groups, campaign, government, Facebook, 
group, information, online, social, China, 




Topic Top terms Interpretation 
19 candidate, party, campaign, Conservative, 
candidates, signs, Liberal, riding, media, 
social, people, election, Party, sign, Scheer, 
comments, made, statement, Burnaby, NDP 
Candidates, social media, campaign 
20 health, care, abortion, government, May, 
federal, Canada, party, Green, people, 
Health, New, access, drug, issue, services, 
drugs, Liberal, provinces, NDP 





Appendix G.  
 
Topic modeling regression results 
The full topic modeling regression results are below in Table G1. This table 
includes only significant (at 0.05) coefficients. Each coefficient refers to articles 
mentioning this group versus articles not mentioning this group. For example, the 
probability of Topic 1 (seats won) appearing in an article mentioning an NDP candidate 
is 0.0229 less than the probability of this topic appearing in articles not mentioning an 
NDP candidate. 
Table G1. Topic model OLS regression results, significant coefficients only. 
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(0.00949) 
0.048 


















































N = 3687 articles 
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Appendix H.  
 
Topic modeling results for each group of candidates 
Figure H1A shows differences in per-topic-per-document probability between 
articles that mention an IBWOC candidate and those that do not (i.e., articles that 
mention IBMOC, white women, and/or white men, but not IBWOC). Again, articles 
mentioning IBWOC can also mention IBMOC, white women, and/or white men. Articles 
mentioning IBWOC are less likely to include the topic Green vs. NDP (Topic 4), coalition 
government (8), and leaders’ debate (10), and more likely to contain discussion of seats 
won (1) and social media (19), compared to articles not mentioning an IBWOC 
candidate. None of the significant topics are explicitly “minority”/race-related or 
“female”/gender-related issues. 
Excluding party leaders (Figure H1B), seats won (1), coalition (8), and leaders’ 






Figure H1. (A) Difference of IBWOC document estimates for each topic, including party leaders. (B) Difference of IBWOC 
document estimates for each topic, excluding party leaders. 
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Figure H2A shows that articles mentioning IBMOC candidates are less likely to 
discuss seats won (Topic 1) and Green vs. NDP (4). They are more likely than other 
articles to include the topics leaders’ debate (10) and Trans Mountain pipeline (13). The 
data cannot show me if Indigenous men candidates drive this statistically significant 
difference, but it is possible. 
When excluding party leaders (Figure H2B), seats won, Green/NDP, and leaders’ 
debate are no longer significant, while blackface/brownface (12) and social media (19) 
are. Trans Mountain remains significant and positive. The change in significance for 
leaders’ debate is likely due to Singh being excluded, and blackface/brownface 





Figure H2. (A) Difference of IBMOC document estimates for each topic, including party leaders. (B) Difference of IBMOC 
document estimates for each topic, excluding party leaders. 
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As Figure H3A shows, articles mentioning white women candidates are less 
likely than others to include discussion of leaders’ debates (Topic 10) and Indigenous 
issues (11), and more likely to mention seats won (1), Trump and Syria (14), and social 
media (18).  
When excluding party leaders (Figure H3B), the only remaining significant topic 





Figure H3. (A) Difference of white women document estimates for each topic, including party leaders. (B) Difference of 
white women document estimates for each topic, excluding party leaders.
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Figure H4A shows that white men articles are less likely than others to include 
topics on Trump and Syria (Topic 14), social media (18), candidates (19), and 
healthcare/abortion (20). They are more likely to include the blackface/brownface topic 
(12).  
When excluding party leaders, white men articles are no longer more likely than 
others to include the blackface/brownface topic. This is probably due to excluding 
Trudeau, as he is always mentioned with the blackface/brownface topic. Trump/Syria, 
social media, and healthcare/abortion are no longer significant either. But 
immigration/women/Indigenous (negative), Trans Mountain (positive), and Ontario 





Figure H4. (A) Difference of white men document estimates for each topic, including party leaders. (B) Difference of 
white men document estimates for each topic, excluding party leaders. 
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Content analysis regression results 
Tables I1 to I6 show OLS regression results from the manual content analysis. 
Table I1. Content analysis OLS regression results – racial policy issue frame. 
 Model 1 
(including party leaders) 
Model 2 
(excluding party leaders) 




















Party, ref: BQ     



































 R2 = 0.102 
N = 244 
R2 = 0.0341 
N = 240 
*** p< 0.001  
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Table I2. Content analysis OLS regression results – gendered policy issue 
frame. 
* p < 0.05 
** p < 0.01 
  
 Model 1 
(including party leaders) 
Model 2 
(excluding party leaders) 




















Party, ref: BQ     



































 R2 = 0.0351 
N = 244 
R2 = 0.0391 
N = 240 
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Table I3. Content analysis OLS regression results – political experience 
frame. 
 Model 1 
(including party leaders) 
Model 2 
(excluding party leaders) 




















Party, ref: BQ     








































 R2 = 0.0923 
N = 244 
R2 = 0.0912 
N = 240 
* p< 0.05 
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Table I4. Content analysis OLS regression results – novelty frame. 
 Model 1 
(including party leaders) 
Model 2 
(excluding party leaders) 




















Party, ref: BQ     








































 R2 = 0.0528 
N = 244 
R2 = 0.0424 




Table I5. Content analysis OLS regression results – socio-demographic 
frame, references to race. 
 Model 1 
(including party leaders) 
Model 2 
(excluding party leaders) 




















Party, ref: BQ     



































 R2 = 0.140 
N = 244 
R2 = 0.158 
N = 240 
** p< 0.01 
*** p < 0.001 
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Table I6. Content analysis OLS regression results – socio-demographic 
frame, references to gender. 
 Model 1 
(including party leaders) 
Model 2 
(excluding party leaders) 
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 R2 = 0.0859 
N = 244 
R2 = 0.0858 
N = 240 
** p< 0.01 
